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Abstract
Deep neural networks (DNN) and Gaussian processes (GP) are two powerful
models with several theoretical connections relating them, but the relationship
between their training methods is not well understood. In this paper, we show that
certain Gaussian posterior approximations for Bayesian DNNs are equivalent to
GP posteriors. This enables us to relate solutions and iterations of a deep-learning
algorithm to GP inference. As a result, we can obtain a GP kernel and a nonlinear
feature map while training a DNN. Surprisingly, the resulting kernel is the neural
tangent kernel. We show kernels obtained on real datasets and demonstrate the use
of the GP marginal likelihood to tune hyperparameters of DNNs. Our work aims
to facilitate further research on combining DNNs and GPs in practical settings.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNN) and Gaussian processes (GP) models are both powerful models with
complementary strengths and weaknesses. DNNs achieve state-of-the-art results on many real-world
problems providing scalable end-to-end learning, but they can overfit on small datasets and be
overconfident. In contrast, GPs are suitable for small datasets and compute confidence estimates,
but they are not scalable and choosing a good kernel in practice is challenging [3]. Combining their
strengths to solve real-world problems is an important problem.
Theoretically, the two models are closely related to each other. Previous work has shown that as the
width of a DNN increases to infinity, the DNN converges to a GP [4, 5, 13, 16, 22]. This relationship
is surprising and gives us hope that a practical combination could be possible. Unfortunately, it is not
clear how one can use such connections in practice, e.g., to perform fast inference in GPs by using
training methods of DNNs, or to reduce overfitting in DNNs by using GP inference. We argue that, to
solve such practical problems, we need the relationship not only between the models but also between
their training procedures. The purpose of this paper is to provide such a theoretical relationship.
We present theoretical results aimed at connecting the training methods of deep learning and GP
models. We show that the Gaussian posterior approximations for Bayesian DNNs, such as those
obtained by Laplace approximation and variational inference (VI), are equivalent to posterior dis-
tributions of GP regression models. This result enables us to relate the solutions and iterations of a
deep-learning algorithm to GP inference. See Fig. 1 for our approach called DNN2GP. In addition,
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Step A: Find a Gaussian 
posterior approximation 
given DNN weights

B
Step C: Find a GP 
whose predictions are 
the same as those of 
the linear model.p(w|y,X) ⇡ N (w|µ,⌃)
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Step B: Find a linear model                            
with outputs    , features         , and noise   , 
such that its posterior is equal to the Gaussian 
approximation, i.e., p(w|y˜,X) = N (w|µ,⌃)
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<latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH 0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LB iWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WU379MaQInOjfur8A6jsboh9KFA=">AAAB/XicbVC9TsMwGPzCbykFAisDERVSWaqEBUYkFsYi0R+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKMr LwKiwMIMRrsPE2OG0HaDnJ8unOn3zfRRmjSrvut7W2vrG5tV3bqe829vYP7MNGT4lcYtLFggk5iJAijHLS1VQzMsgkQWnESD+a3FR+/4FIRQW/19OMBCkacZpQjLSRQvvEjwSL1TQ1V+FnY1qGXstPkR5HSfFYnod20227MzirxFuQJizQCe0vPxY4TwnXmCGlhp6b6aBAUlPMSFn3c0UyhCdoRIaGcpQSFRSzRUrnz CixkwhpDtfOTP09UaBUVVnNyyqiWvYq8T9vmOvkKigoz3JNOJ5/lOTM0cKpWnFiKgnWbGoIwpKarA4eI4mwNt3VTQne8sqrpHfR9ty2d+dCDY7hFFrgwSVcwy10oAsYnuAF3uDderZerY95XWvWorcj+APr8we4/Ji1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WU379MaQInOjfur8A6jsboh9KFA=">AAAB/XicbVC9TsMwGPzCbykFAisDERVSWaqEBUYkFsYi0R+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKMr LwKiwMIMRrsPE2OG0HaDnJ8unOn3zfRRmjSrvut7W2vrG5tV3bqe829vYP7MNGT4lcYtLFggk5iJAijHLS1VQzMsgkQWnESD+a3FR+/4FIRQW/19OMBCkacZpQjLSRQvvEjwSL1TQ1V+FnY1qGXstPkR5HSfFYnod20227MzirxFuQJizQCe0vPxY4TwnXmCGlhp6b6aBAUlPMSFn3c0UyhCdoRIaGcpQSFRSzRUrnz CixkwhpDtfOTP09UaBUVVnNyyqiWvYq8T9vmOvkKigoz3JNOJ5/lOTM0cKpWnFiKgnWbGoIwpKarA4eI4mwNt3VTQne8sqrpHfR9ty2d+dCDY7hFFrgwSVcwy10oAsYnuAF3uDderZerY95XWvWorcj+APr8we4/Ji1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DhzUQeKPrRkb6hDNeWkuZP3/YUU=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFXCAmMFC2OR6ENqoshxnNaqY0e2g6iiji z8CgsDCLHyCWz8DU6bAVquZPnonHt1zz1hyqjSjvNtVVZW19Y3qpu1re2d3T17/6CrRCYx6WDBhOyHSBFGOeloqhnpp5KgJGSkF46vC713T6Sigt/pSUr8BA05jSlG2lCBfeyFgkVqkpgv99IRnQZuw0uQHoVx/jA9C+y603RmBZeBW4I6KKsd2F9eJHCWEK4xQ0oNXCfVfo6kppiRac3LFEkRHqMhGRjIUUKUn88Om cJTw0QwFtI8ruGM/T2Ro0QVXk1nYVEtagX5nzbIdHzp55SnmSYczxfFGYNawCIVGFFJsGYTAxCW1HiFeIQkwtpkVzMhuIsnL4PuedN1mu6tU29dlXFUwRE4AQ3gggvQAjegDToAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1se8tWKVM4fgT1mfP1eVmiQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrNDLu0KRrunj1DNPwKQx++STzY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUoQEowVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrjh3ZDqKKOr LwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhtBmi5kuWjc+7VPfeEKaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+zae/sdJTKJSRsLJmQvRIowyklbU81IL5UEJSEj3XB0XejdeyIVFfxOj1PiJ2jAaUwx0oYK7CMvFCxS48R8uZcO6SRw616C9DCM84fJaWDXnIYzLbgI3BLUQFmtwP7yIoGzhHCNGVKq7zqp9nMkNcWMTKpepkiK8AgNSN9AjhKi/Hx6y ASeGCaCsZDmcQ2n7O+JHCWq8Go6C4tqXivI/7R+puNLP6c8zTTheLYozhjUAhapwIhKgjUbG4CwpMYrxEMkEdYmu6oJwZ0/eRF0zhqu03Bvz2vNqzKOCjgEx6AOXHABmuAGtEAbYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYtS5Z5cwB+FPW5w9Y1Zoo</latexit>
 2(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="06UcrCgO743kkBimHm8f9BNZZxo=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFVSIcFYwcJYJPqQmihyHKe16sSR7SCqKC MLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTZoCWK1k+Oude3XOPnzAqlWV9G5WV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3fP3D/oSZ4KTLqYMy4GPpKE0Zh0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XevydCUh7fqWlC3AiNYhpSjJSmPPPY8TkL5DTSX+YkY5p7rYYTITX2w+whP/PMutW0ZgWXgV2COiir45lfTsBxGpFYYYakHNpWotwMCUUxI3nNSSVJEJ6gERlqGKOISDebH ZLDU80EMORCv1jBGft7IkORLLzqzsKiXNQK8j9tmKrw0s1onKSKxHi+KEwZVBwWqcCACoIVm2qAsKDaK8RjJBBWOruaDsFePHkZ9FpN22rat+f19lUZRxUcgRPQADa4AG1wAzqgCzB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58zFsrRjlzCP6U8fkDWmWaKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="06UcrCgO743kkBimHm8f9BNZZxo=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFVSIcFYwcJYJPqQmihyHKe16sSR7SCqKC MLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTZoCWK1k+Oude3XOPnzAqlWV9G5WV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3fP3D/oSZ4KTLqYMy4GPpKE0Zh0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XevydCUh7fqWlC3AiNYhpSjJSmPPPY8TkL5DTSX+YkY5p7rYYTITX2w+whP/PMutW0ZgWXgV2COiir45lfTsBxGpFYYYakHNpWotwMCUUxI3nNSSVJEJ6gERlqGKOISDebH ZLDU80EMORCv1jBGft7IkORLLzqzsKiXNQK8j9tmKrw0s1onKSKxHi+KEwZVBwWqcCACoIVm2qAsKDaK8RjJBBWOruaDsFePHkZ9FpN22rat+f19lUZRxUcgRPQADa4AG1wAzqgCzB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58zFsrRjlzCP6U8fkDWmWaKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="06UcrCgO743kkBimHm8f9BNZZxo=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFVSIcFYwcJYJPqQmihyHKe16sSR7SCqKC MLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTZoCWK1k+Oude3XOPnzAqlWV9G5WV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3fP3D/oSZ4KTLqYMy4GPpKE0Zh0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XevydCUh7fqWlC3AiNYhpSjJSmPPPY8TkL5DTSX+YkY5p7rYYTITX2w+whP/PMutW0ZgWXgV2COiir45lfTsBxGpFYYYakHNpWotwMCUUxI3nNSSVJEJ6gERlqGKOISDebH ZLDU80EMORCv1jBGft7IkORLLzqzsKiXNQK8j9tmKrw0s1onKSKxHi+KEwZVBwWqcCACoIVm2qAsKDaK8RjJBBWOruaDsFePHkZ9FpN22rat+f19lUZRxUcgRPQADa4AG1wAzqgCzB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58zFsrRjlzCP6U8fkDWmWaKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="06UcrCgO743kkBimHm8f9BNZZxo=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFVSIcFYwcJYJPqQmihyHKe16sSR7SCqKC MLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTZoCWK1k+Oude3XOPnzAqlWV9G5WV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3fP3D/oSZ4KTLqYMy4GPpKE0Zh0FVWMDBJBUOQz0vcn14XevydCUh7fqWlC3AiNYhpSjJSmPPPY8TkL5DTSX+YkY5p7rYYTITX2w+whP/PMutW0ZgWXgV2COiir45lfTsBxGpFYYYakHNpWotwMCUUxI3nNSSVJEJ6gERlqGKOISDebH ZLDU80EMORCv1jBGft7IkORLLzqzsKiXNQK8j9tmKrw0s1onKSKxHi+KEwZVBwWqcCACoIVm2qAsKDaK8RjJBBWOruaDsFePHkZ9FpN22rat+f19lUZRxUcgRPQADa4AG1wAzqgCzB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58zFsrRjlzCP6U8fkDWmWaKQ==</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="2HhTHyaEJkkJenBTAOB/h3 8YNco=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/Bs nbRbaemDgcM693DMnSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29 zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GYPc0G3qBac+vuHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrlD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm2M+oRsEkn 1X81PCEsgkd8Z6likbc9LN55hk5s8qQhLG2TyGZq783MhoZM40CO5lnNMteLv7n9VIMr/uZUEmKXLHFoTCVBGOS F0CGQnOGcmoJZVrYrISNqaYMbU0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOspwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYJDAM7zCm5M6L86 787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5AypgkcA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2HhTHyaEJkkJenBTAOB/h3 8YNco=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/Bs nbRbaemDgcM693DMnSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29 zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GYPc0G3qBac+vuHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrlD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm2M+oRsEkn 1X81PCEsgkd8Z6likbc9LN55hk5s8qQhLG2TyGZq783MhoZM40CO5lnNMteLv7n9VIMr/uZUEmKXLHFoTCVBGOS F0CGQnOGcmoJZVrYrISNqaYMbU0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOspwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYJDAM7zCm5M6L86 787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5AypgkcA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2HhTHyaEJkkJenBTAOB/h3 8YNco=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/Bs nbRbaemDgcM693DMnSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29 zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GYPc0G3qBac+vuHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrlD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm2M+oRsEkn 1X81PCEsgkd8Z6likbc9LN55hk5s8qQhLG2TyGZq783MhoZM40CO5lnNMteLv7n9VIMr/uZUEmKXLHFoTCVBGOS F0CGQnOGcmoJZVrYrISNqaYMbU0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOspwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYJDAM7zCm5M6L86 787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5AypgkcA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2HhTHyaEJkkJenBTAOB/h3 8YNco=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/Bs nbRbaemDgcM693DMnSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29 zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GYPc0G3qBac+vuHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrlD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm2M+oRsEkn 1X81PCEsgkd8Z6likbc9LN55hk5s8qQhLG2TyGZq783MhoZM40CO5lnNMteLv7n9VIMr/uZUEmKXLHFoTCVBGOS F0CGQnOGcmoJZVrYrISNqaYMbU0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOspwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYJDAM7zCm5M6L86 787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5AypgkcA=</latexit>
x2
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Figure 1: A summary of our approach called DNN2GP in three steps.
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Figure 2: Fig. (a) shows a 2D binary-classification problem along with the predictive distribution
of a DNN using 513 parameters. The corresponding feature and kernel matrices obtained using
our approach are shown in (b) and (c), respectively (the two classes are grouped, and marked with
blue and orange color along the axes). Fig. (d) shows the GP posterior mean where we see a clear
separation between the two classes. Surprisingly, the border points A and D in (a) are also at the
boundary in (d).
we can obtain GP kernels and nonlinear feature maps while training a DNN (see Fig. 2). Surprisingly,
a GP kernel we derive is equivalent to the recently proposed neural tangent kernel (NTK) [8].We
present empirical results where we visualize the feature-map obtained on benchmark datasets such
as MNIST and CIFAR, and demonstrate their use for DNN hyperparameter tuning. The code to
reproduce our results is available at https://github.com/team-approx-bayes/dnn2gp. The
work presented in this paper aims to facilitate further research on combining the strengths of DNNs
and GPs in practical settings.
1.1 Related Work
The equivalence between infinitely-wide neural networks and GPs was originally discussed by Neal
[16]. Subsequently, many works derived explicit expressions for the GP kernel corresponding to
neural networks [4, 7, 16] and their deep variants [5, 6, 13, 18]. These works use a prior distribution
on weights and derive kernels by averaging over the prior. Our work differs from these works in the
fact that we use the posterior approximations to relate DNNs to GPs. Unlike these previous results,
our results hold for DNNs of finite width.
A GP kernel we derive is equivalent to the recently proposed Neural Tangent Kernel (NTK) [8],
which is obtained by using the Jacobian of the DNN outputs. For randomly initialized trajectories,
as the DNN width goes to infinity, the NTK converges in probability to a deterministic kernel and
remains asymptotically constant when training with gradient descent. Jacot et al. [8] motivate the
NTK by using kernel gradient descent. Surprisingly, the NTK appears in our work with an entirely
different approach where we consider approximations of the posterior distribution over weights. Due
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to connections to the NTK, we expect similar properties for our kernel. Our approach additionally
shows that we can obtain other types of kernels by using different approximate inference methods.
In a recent work, Lee et al. [14] derive the mean and covariance function corresponding to the GP
induced by the NTK. Unfortunately, the model does not correspond to inference in a GP model (see
Section 2.3.1 in their paper). Our approach does not have this issue and we can express Gaussian
posterior approximations on a Bayesian DNN as inference in a GP regression model.
2 Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and Gaussian Processes (GPs)
The goal of this paper is to present a theoretical relationship between training methods of DNNs
and GPs. DNNs are typically trained by minimizing an empirical loss between the data and the
predictions. For example, in supervised learning with a dataset D := {(xi,yi)}Ni=1 of N examples
of input xi ∈ RD and output yi ∈ RK , we can minimize a loss of the following form:
¯`(D,w) :=
N∑
i=1
`i(w) +
1
2δw
>w, where `i(w) := `(yi, fw(xi)), (1)
where fw(x) ∈ RK denotes the DNN outputs with weights w ∈ RP , `(y, f(x)) denotes a loss
function between an output y and the function f(x), and δ is a small L2 regularizer.2. We assume the
loss function to be twice differentiable and strictly convex in f (e.g., squared loss and cross-entropy
loss). An attractive feature of DNNs is that they can be trained using stochastic-gradient (SG)
methods [11]. Such methods scale well to large data settings.
GP models use an entirely different modeling approach which is based on directly modeling the
functions rather than the parameters. For example, for regression problems with scalar outputs yi ∈ R,
consider the following linear basis-function model with a nonlinear feature-map φ(x) : RD 7→ RP :
y = φ(x)>w + , with  ∼ N (0, σ2), and w ∼ N (0, δ−1IP ), (2)
where IP is a P × P identity matrix and σ2 is the output noise variance. Defining the function to be
f(x) := φ(x)>w, the predictive distribution p(f(x∗)|x∗,D) at a new test input x∗ is equal to that
of the following model directly defined with a GP prior over f(x) [23]:
y = f(x) + , with f(x) ∼ GP (0, κ(x,x′)) , (3)
where κ(x,x′) := E[f(x)f(x′)] = δ−1φ(x)>φ(x′) is the covariance function or kernel of the GP.
The function-space model is more general in the sense that it can also deal with infinite-dimensional
vector feature maps φ(x), giving us a nonparametric model. This view has been used to show that as
a DNN becomes infinitely wide it tends to a GP, by essentially showing that averaging over p(w)
with the feature map induced by a DNN leads to a GP covariance function [16].
An attractive property of the function-space formulation as opposed to the weight-space formulation,
such as (1), is that the posterior distribution has a closed-form expression. Another attractive property
is that the posterior is usually unimodal, unlike the loss l¯(D,w) which is typically nonconvex.
Unfortunately, the computation of the posterior takes O(N3) which is infeasible for large datasets.
GPs also require choosing a good kernel [23]. Unlike DNNs, inference in GPs remains much more
difficult.
To summarize, despite the similarities between the two models, their training methods are fundamen-
tally different. While DNNs employ stochastic optimization, GPs use closed-form updates. How can
we relate these seemingly different training procedures in practical settings, e.g., without assuming
infinite-width DNNs? In this paper, we provide an answer to this question. We derive theoretical
results that relate the solutions and iterations of deep-learning algorithms to GP inference. We do
so by first finding a Gaussian posterior approximation (Step A in Fig. 1), then use it to find a linear
basis-function model (Step B in Fig. 1) and its corresponding GP (Step C in Fig. 1). We start in the
next section with our first theoretical result.
2We can assume that δ is small enough that it does not affect the DNN’s generalization.
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3 Relating Minima of the Loss to GP Inference via Laplace Approximation
In this section, we present theoretical results relating minima of a deep-learning loss (1) to inference
in GP models. A local minimizer w∗ of the loss (1) satisfies the following first-order and second-
order conditions [17]: ∇w ¯`(D,w∗) = 0 and ∇2ww ¯`(D,w∗)  0. Deep-learning optimizers, such as
RMSprop and Adam, aim to find such minimizers, and our goal is to relate them to GP inference.
Step A (Laplace Approximation): To do so, we will use an approximate inference method called
the Laplace approximation [1]. The minima of the loss (1) corresponds to a mode of the Bayesian
model: p(D,w) := ∏Ni=1 e−`i(w)p(w) with prior distribution p(w) := N (w|0, δ−1IP ), assuming
that the posterior is well-defined. The posterior distribution p(w|D) = p(D,w)/p(D) is usually
computationally intractable and requires computationally-feasible approximation methods. The
Laplace approximation uses the following Gaussian approximation for the posterior:
p(w|D) ≈ N (w|µ,Σ), where µ = w∗ and Σ−1 =
N∑
i=1
∇2ww`i(w∗) + δIP . (4)
This approximation can be directly built using the solutions found by deep-learning optimizers.
Step B (Linear Model): The next step is to find a linear basis-function model whose posterior
distribution is equal to the Gaussian approximation (4). We will now show that this is always possible
whenever the gradient and Hessian of the loss3 can be approximated as follows:
∇w`(w) ≈ φw(x)vw(x,y), ∇2ww`(w) ≈ φw(x)Dw(x,y)φw(x)>, (5)
whereφw(x) is a P×Q feature matrix withQ as a positive integer, vw(x,y) is aQ length vector, and
Dw(x,y) is a Q×Q symmetric positive-definite matrix. We will now present results for a specific
choice φw,vw, and Dw. Our proof trivially generalizes to arbitrary choices of these quantities.
For the loss of form (1), the gradient and Hessian take the following form [15, 17]:
∇w`(w) = Jw(x)>rw(x,y), ∇2ww`(w) = Jw(x)>Λw(x,y)Jw(x) + Hfrw(x,y), (6)
where Jw(x) := ∇wfw(x)> is a K × P Jacobian matrix, rw(x,y) := ∇f `(y, f) is the residual
vector evaluated at f := fw(x), Λw(x,y) := ∇2ff `(y, f), referred to as the noise precision, is the
K ×K Hessian matrix of the loss evaluated at f := fw(x), and Hf := ∇2wwfw(x). The similarity
between (5) and (6) is striking. In fact, if we ignore the second term for the Hessian∇2ww`(w) in (6),
we get the well-known Generalized Gauss-Newton (GGN) approximation [15, 17]:
∇2ww`(w) ≈ Jw(x)>Λw(x,y)Jw(x). (7)
This gives us one choice for the approximation (5) where we can set φw(x) := Jw(x)
>,vw(x,y) :=
rw(x,y), and Dw(x,y) := Λw(x,y).
We are now ready to present our first theoretical result. Consider a Laplace approximation (4) but
with the GGN approximation (7) for the Hessian. We refer to this as Laplace-GGN, and denote
it by N (w|µ, Σ˜) where Σ˜ is the covariance obtained by using the GGN approximation. We
denote the Jacobian, noise-precision, and residual at w = w∗ by J∗(x),Λ∗(x,y), and r∗(x,y).
We construct a transformed dataset D˜ = {(xi, y˜i)}Ni=1 where the outputs y˜i ∈ RK are equal to
y˜i := J∗(xi)w∗ −Λ∗(xi,yi)−1r∗(xi,yi). We consider the following linear model for D˜:
y˜ = J∗(x)w + , with  ∼ N (0, (Λ∗(x,y))−1) and w ∼ N (0, δ−1IP ). (8)
The following theorem states our result.
Theorem 1. The Laplace approximation N (w|µ, Σ˜) is equal to the posterior distribution p(w|D˜)
of the linear model (8).
A proof is given in Appendix A.1. The linear model uses J∗(x) as the nonlinear feature map, and the
noise precision Λ∗(x,y) is obtained using the Hessian of the loss evaluated at fw∗(x). The model is
constructed such that its posterior is equal to the Laplace approximation and it exploits the quadratic
approximation at w∗. We now describe the final step relating the linear model to GPs.
3For notational convenience, we sometime use `(w) to denote `(y, fw(x)).
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Step C (GP Model): To get a GP model, we use the equivalence between the weight-space view
shown in (2) and the function-space view shown in (3). With this, we get the following GP regression
model whose predictive distribution p(f(x∗)|x∗, D˜) is equal to that of the linear model (8):
y˜ = f(x) + , with f(x) ∼ GP (0, δ−1J∗(x)J∗(x′)>) . (9)
Note that the kernel here is a multi-dimensional K × K kernel. The steps A, B, and C together
convert a DNN defined in the weight-space to a GP defined in the function-space. We refer to this
approach as “DNN2GP”.
The resulting GP predicts in the space of outputs y˜ and therefore results in different predictions
than the DNN, but it is connected to it through the Laplace approximation as shown in Theorem 1.
In Appendix B, we describe prediction of the outputs y (instead of y˜) using this GP. Note that
our approach leads to a heteroscedastic GP which could be beneficial. Even though our derivation
assumes a Gaussian prior and DNN model, the approach holds for other types of priors and models.
Relationship to NTK: The GP kernel in (9) is the Neural Tangent Kernel 4 (NTK) [8] which has
desirable theoretical properties. As the width of the DNN is increasing to infinity, the kernel converges
in probability to a deterministic kernel and also remains asymptotically constant during training. Our
kernel is the NTK defined at w∗ and is expected to have similar properties. It is also likely that, as the
DNN width is increased, the Laplace-GGN approximation has similar properties as a GP posterior,
and can be potentially used to improve the performance of DNNs. For example, we can use GPs to
tune hyperparameters of DNNs. The function-space view is also useful to understand relationships
between data examples. Another advantage of our approach is that we can derive kernels other than
the NTK. Any approximation of the form (5) will always result in a linear model similar to (8).
Accuracy of the GGN approximation: This approximation is accurate when the model fw(x) can
fit the data well, in which case the residuals rw(x,y) are close to zero for all training examples and
the second term in (6) goes to zero [2, 15, 17]. The GGN approximation is a convenient option to
derive DNN2GP, but, as it is clear from (5), other types of approximations can also be used.
4 Relating Iterations of a Deep-Learning Algorithm to GP Inference via VI
In this section, we present theoretical results relating iterations of an RMSprop-like algorithm to GP
inference. The RMSprop algorithm [21] uses the following updates (all operations are element-wise):
wt+1 ← wt − αt (√st+1 + ∆)−1 gˆ(wt), st+1 ← (1− βt)st + βt (gˆ(wt))2 , (10)
where t is the iteration, αt > 0 and 0 < βt < 1 are learning rates, ∆ > 0 is a small scalar, and gˆ(w)
is a stochastic-gradient estimate for ¯`(D,w) obtained using minibatches. Our goal is to relate the
iterates wt to GP inference using our DNN2GP approach, but this requires a posterior approximation
defined at each wt. We cannot use the Laplace approximation because it is only valid at w∗. We will
instead use a version of RMSprop proposed in [10] for variational inference (VI), which enables us
to construct a GP inference problem at each wt.
Step A (Variational Inference): The variational online-Newton (VON) algorithm proposed in [10]
optimizes the variational objective, but takes an algorithmic form similar to RMSprop (see a detailed
discussion in [10]). Below, we show a batch version of VON, derived using Eq. (54) in [10]:
µt+1 ← µt − βt(St+1 + δIP )−1Eqt(w)
[∇w ¯`(D,w)] , (11)
St+1 ← (1− βt)St + βt
N∑
i=1
Eqt(w)
[∇2ww`i(w)] , (12)
where St is a scaling matrix similar to the scaling vector st in RMSprop, and the Gaussian approxi-
mation at iteration t is defined as qt(w) := N (w|µt,Σt) where Σt := (St + δIP )−1. Since there
are no closed-form expressions for the expectations, the Monte Carlo (MC) approximation is used.
Step B (Linear Model): As before, we assume the choices for (5) obtained by using the GGN
approximation (7). We consider the variant for VON where the GGN approximation is used for the
Hessian and MC approximation is used for the expectations with respect to qt(w). We call this the
4The NTK corrsponds to δ = 1 which implies a standard normal prior on weights.
5
Variational Online GGN or VOGGN algorithm. A similar algorithm has recently been used in [19]
where it shows competitive performance to Adam and SGD.
We now present a theorem relating iterations of VOGGN to linear models. We denote the Gaussian
approximation obtained at iteration t by q˜t(w) := N (w|µt, Σ˜t) where Σ˜t is used to emphasize
the GGN approximation. We present theoretical results for VOGGN with 1 MC sample which
is denoted by wt ∼ q˜t(w). Our proof in Appendix A.2 discusses a more general setting with
multiple MC samples. Similarly to the previous section, we first define a transformed dataset:
D˜t := {(xi, y˜i,t)}Ni=1 where y˜i,t := Jwt(xi)wt − Λwt(xi,yi)−1rwt(xi,yi), and then a linear
basis-function model:
y˜t = Jwt(x)w + , with  ∼ N (0, (βtΛwt(x,y))−1) and w ∼ N (mt,Vt) (13)
with V−1t := (1 − βt)Σ˜
−1
t + βtδIP and mt := (1 − βt)VtΣ˜
−1
t wt. The model is very similar to
the one obtained for Laplace approximation, but is now defined using the iterates wt instead of the
minimum w∗. The prior over w is not the standard Gaussian anymore, rather a correlated Gaussian
derived from qt(w). The theorem below states the result (a proof is given in Appendix A.2).
Theorem 2. The Gaussian approximation N (w|wt+1, Σ˜t+1) at iteration t + 1 of the VOGGN
update is equal to the posterior distribution p(w|D˜t) of the linear model (13).
Step C (GP Model): The linear model (13) has the same predictive distribution as the GP below:
y˜t = f t(x) + , with f t(x) ∼ GP
(
Jwt(x)mt,Jwt(x)VtJwt(x
′)>
)
. (14)
The kernel here is similar to the NTK but now there is a covariance term Vt which incorporates the
effect of the previous qt(w) as a prior. Our DNN2GP approach shows that one iteration of VOGGN
in the weight-space is equivalent to inference in a GP regression model defined in a transformed
function-space with respect to a kernel similar to the NTK. This can be compared with the results
in [8], where learning by plain gradient descent is shown to be equivalent to kernel gradient descent
in function-space. Similarly to the Laplace case, the resulting GP predicts in the space of outputs y˜t,
but predictions for yt can be obtained using a method described in Appendix B.
A Deep-Learning Optimizer Derived from VOGGN: The VON algorithm, even though similar to
RMSprop, does not converge to the minimum of the loss. This is because it optimizes the variational
objective. Fortunately, a slight modification of this algorithm gives us a deep-learning optimizer
which is similar to RMSprop but is guaranteed to converge to the minimum of the loss. For this, we
approximate the expectations in the updates (11)-(12) at the mean µt. This is called the zeroth-order
delta approximation; see Appendix A.6 in [9] for details of this method. Using this approximation
and denoting the mean µt by wt, we get the following update:
wt+1 ← wt − βt(Sˆt+1 + δIP )−1∇w ¯`(D,wt), Sˆt+1 ← (1− βt)Sˆt + βt
N∑
i=1
[∇2ww`i(wt)] .
We refer to this as Online GGN or OGGN method. A fixed point w∗ of this iteration is also a
minimizer of the loss since we have∇w ¯`(D,w∗) = 0. Unlike RMSprop, at each iteration, we still
get a Gaussian approximation qˆt(w) := N (w|wt, Σˆt) with Σˆt := (Sˆt + δIP )−1. Therefore, the
posterior of the linear model from Theorem (2) is equivalent to qˆt when Σ˜t is replaced by Σˆt (see
Appendix A.3). In conclusion, by using VI in our DNN2GP approach, we are able to relate the
iterations of a deep-learning optimizer to GP inference.
Implementation of DNN2GP: In practice, both VOGGN and OGGN are computationally more
expensive than RMSprop because they involve computation of full covariance matrices. To address
this issue, we simply use the diagonal versions of these algorithms discussed in [10, 19]. Specifically,
we use the VOGN and OGN algorithms discussed in [19]. This implies that Vt is a diagonal matrix
and the GP kernel can be obtained without requiring any computation of large matrices. Only
Jacobian computations are required. In our experiments, we also resort to computing the kernel over
a subset of data instead of the whole data, which further reduces the cost.
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Figure 3: This figure shows a visualization of the predictive distributions on a modified version of
the Snelson dataset [20]. The left figure shows Laplace and the right one shows VI. DNN2GP is
our proposed method, elaborated upon in Appendix B, while DNN refers to a diagonal Gaussian
approximation. We also compare to a GP with RBF kernel (GP-RBF). An MLP is used for DNN2GP
and DNN. We see that, wherever the data is missing, the uncertainties are larger for our method than
the others. For classification, we give an example in Fig. 9 in the appendix.
5 Experimental Results
5.1 Comparison of DNN2GP Uncertainty
In this section, we visualize the quality of the uncertainty of the GP obtained with our DNN2GP
approach on a simple regression task. To approximate predicitive uncertainty for our approach, we
use the method described in Appendix B. We use both Laplace and VI approximations, referred to
as ‘DNN2GP-Laplace’ and ‘DNN2GP-VI’, respectively. We compare it to the uncertainty obtained
using an MC approximation in the DNN (referred to as ‘DNN-Laplace’ and ‘DNN-VI’). We also
compare to a standard GP regression model with an RBF kernel (refer to as ‘GP-RBF’), whose kernel
hyperparameters are chosen by optimizing the GP marginal likelihood.
We consider a version of the Snelson dataset [20] where, to assess the ‘in-between’ uncertainty,
we remove the data points between x = 1.5 and x = 3. We use a single hidden-layer MLP with
32 units and sigmoidal transfer function. Fig. 3 shows the results for Laplace (left) and VI (right)
approximation. For Laplace, we use Adam [11], and, for VI, we use VOGN [10]. The uncertainty
provided by DNN2GP is bigger than the other methods wherever the data is not observed.
5.2 GP Kernel and Predictive Distribution for Classification Datasets
In this section, we visualize the GP kernel and predictive distribution for DNNs trained on CIFAR-10
and MNIST. Our goal is to show that our GP kernel and its predictions enhance our understanding
of a DNN’s performance on classification tasks. We consider LeNet-5 [12] and compute both the
Laplace and VI approximations. We show the visualization at the posterior mean.
The K × K GP kernel κ∗(x,x′) := J∗(x)J∗(x′)> results in a kernel matrix of dimensionality
NK×NK which makes it difficult to visualize for our datasets. To simplify, we compute the sum of
the diagonal entries of κ∗(x,x′) to get an N ×N matrix. This corresponds to modelling the output
for each class with an individual GP and then summing the kernels of these GPs. We also visualize the
GP posterior mean: E[f(x)|D] = E[J∗(x)w|D] = J∗(x)w∗ ∈ RK . and use the reparameterization
that allows to predict in the data space y instead of y˜ which is explained in Appendix B.
Fig. 4a shows the GP kernel matrix and the posterior mean for the Laplace approximation on MNIST.
The rows and columns containing 300 data examples are grouped according to the classes. The kernel
matrix clearly shows the correlations learned by the DNN. As expected, each row in the posterior
mean also reflects that the classes are correctly classified (DNN test accuracy is 99%). Fig. 4b shows
the GP posterior mean after reparameterization for CIFAR-10 where we see a more noisy pattern due
to a lower accuracy of around 68% on this task.
Fig. 4d shows the two components of the predictive variances that can be interpreted as “aleatoric”
and “epistemic” uncertainty. As shown in Eq. (48) in Appendix B.2, for a multiclass clas-
sification loss, the variance of the prediction of a label at an input x∗ is equal to Λ∗(x∗) +
Λ∗(x∗)J∗(x∗)Σ˜J∗(x∗)>Λ∗(x∗). Similar to the linear basis function model, the two terms here
have an interpretation (e.g., see Eq. 3.59 in [1]). The first term can be interpreted as the aleatoric
uncertainty (label noise), while the second term takes a form that resembles the epistemic uncertainty
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(a) MNIST: GP posterior mean (left) and GP kernel matrix (right)
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(b) CIFAR: GP posterior mean
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(c) Binary-MNIST on digits 0 and 1
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(d) Epistemic (left) and aleatoric (right) uncertainties
Figure 4: DNN2GP kernels, posterior means and uncertainties with LeNet5 of 300 samples on
binary MNIST in Fig. (c), MNIST in Fig. (a), and CIFAR-10 in Fig. (b,d). The colored regions
on the y-axis mark the classes. Fig. (a) shows the kernel and the predictive mean for the Laplace
approximation, which gives 99% test accuracy. We see in the kernel that examples with same class
labels are correlated. Fig. (c) shows the same for binary MNIST trained only on digits 0 and 1 by
using VI. The kernel clearly shows the out-of-class predictive behavior where predictions are not
certain. Fig. (b) and (d) show the Laplace-GP on the more complex CIFAR-10 data set where we
obtain 68% accuracy. Fig. (d) shows the two components of the predictive variance for CIFAR-10
that can be interpreted as epistemic (left) and aleatoric (right) uncertainties. The estimated epistemic
uncertainty is much lower than the aleatoric uncertainty, implying that the model is not flexible
enough. This is plausible since the accuracy of the model is not too high (merely 68%).
(model noise). Fig. 4d shows these for CIFAR-10 where we see that the uncertainty of the model is
low (left) and the label noise rather high (right). This interpretation implies that the model is unable
to flexibly model the data and instead explains it with high label noise.
In Fig. 4c, we study the kernel for classes outside of the training dataset using VI. We train LeNet-5
on digits 0 and 1 with VOGN and visualize the predictive mean and kernel on all 10 classes denoted
by differently colored regions on the y-axis. We can see that there are slight correlations to the
out-of-class samples but no overconfident predictions. In contrast, the pattern between 0 and 1 is
quite strong. The kernel obtained with DNN2GP helps to interpret and visualize such correlations.
5.3 Tuning the Hyperparameters of a DNN Using the GP Marginal Likelihood
In this section, we demonstrate the tuning of DNN hyperparameters by using the GP marginal
likelihood on a real and synthetic regression dataset. In the deep-learning literature, this is usually
done using cross-validation. Our goal is to demonstrate that with DNN2GP we can do this by simply
computing the marginal likelihood on the training set.
We generate a synthetic regression dataset (N = 100; see Fig. 5) where there are a few data points
around x = 0 but plenty away from it. We fit the data by using a neural network with single hidden
layer of 20 units and tanh nonlinearity. Our goal is to tune the regularization parameter δ to trade-off
underfitting vs overfitting. Fig. 5b and 5c show the train log marginal-likelihood obtained with the GP
obtained by DNN2GP, along with the test and train mean-square error (MSE) obtained using a point
estimate. Black stars indicate the hyperparameters chosen by using the test loss and log marginal
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(b) Laplace Approximation
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(c) Variational Inference
Figure 5: This figure demonstrates the use of the GP marginal likelihood to tune hyperparameters of
a DNN. We tune the regularization parameter δ on a synthetic dataset shown in (a). Fig. (b) and (c)
show train and test MSE along with log of the marginal likelihoods on training data obtained with
Laplace and VI respectively. We show the standard error over 10 runs. The optimal hyperparameters
according to test loss and marginal-likelihood (shown with black stars) match well.
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Figure 6: This is same as Fig. 5 but on a real dataset: UCI Red Wine Quality. All the plots use
Laplace approximation, and the standard errors are estimated over 20 splits. We tune the following
hyperparameters: the regularization parameter δ (left), the noise-variance σ (middle), and the DNN
width (right). The train log marginal-likelihood chooses hyperparameters that give a low test error.
likelihood, respectively. We clearly see that the train marginal-likelihood chooses hyperparameters
that give low test error. The train MSE on the other hand overfits as δ is reduced.
Next, we discuss results for a real dataset: UCI Red Wine Quality (N = 1599) with an input-
dimensionality of 12 and a scalar output. We use an MLP with 2 hidden layers 20 units each and
tanh transfer function. We consider tuning the regularizer δ, the noise-variance σ, and the DNN
width. We use the Laplace approximation and tune one parameter at a time while keeping the others
fixed (we use respectively σ = 0.64, δ = 30 and σ = 0.64, δ = 3, 1 hidden layer). Similarly to the
synthetic data case, the train marginal-likelihood selects hyperparameters that give low test error.
These experiments show that the DNN2GP framework can be useful to tune DNN hyperparameters,
although this needs to be confirmed for larger networks than we used here.
6 Discussion and Future Work
In this paper, we present theoretical results connecting approximate inference on DNNs to GP
posteriors. Our work enables the extraction of feature maps and GP kernels by simply training DNNs.
It provides a natural way to combine the two different models.
Our hope is that our theoretical results will facilitate further research on combining strengths of
DNNs and GPs. A computational bottleneck is the Jacobian computation which prohibits application
to large problems. There are several ways to reduce this computation, e.g., by choosing a different
type of GGN approximation that uses gradients instead of the Jacobians. Exploration of such methods
is a future direction that needs to be pursued.
Exact inference on the GP model we derive is still computationally infeasible for large problems.
However, further approximations could enable inference on bigger datasets. Finally, our work opens
many other interesting avenues where a combination of GPs and DNNs can be useful such as model
selection, deep reinforcement learning, Bayesian optimization, active learning, interpretation, etc.
We hope that our work enables the community to conduct further research on such problems.
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A Proofs
In this section, we prove the theorems presented in the main text.
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
We begin with the Gaussian approximation of the Laplace approximation. We will then express its
natural parameters in terms of the gradient and Hessians. Application of the GGN approximation
and some further manipulation will show that the distribution correspond to the posterior of a linear
model.
We start with the Laplace approximation (4) and express its natural parameters in terms of the gradient
and Hessians. We denote the natural-parameters of this Gaussian approximation N (w|µ,Σ) by
η := {Σ−1µ,− 12Σ−1}. In (4), the second natural parameter is set to the following which is written
in terms of the Hessian:
− 12Σ−1 = − 12
[
N∑
i=1
∇2ww`i(w∗) + δIP
]
. (15)
We can also express the first natural parameter in terms of the gradient and Hessians as shown below.
We use the first-order stationary condition, that is,∇w ¯`(D,w∗) = 0. Adding Σ−1µ to the both sides
of this condition, we get the following:
Σ−1µ = −∇w ¯`(D,w∗) + Σ−1µ (16)
= −
N∑
i=1
∇w`i(w∗)− δw∗ +
[
N∑
i=1
∇2ww`i(w∗) + δIP
]
w∗ (17)
=
N∑
i=1
[−∇w`i(w∗) +∇2ww`i(w∗)w∗] , (18)
where in the second step, we substitute µ by w∗ and also use (15). With this, both natural parameters
are now expressed in terms of the gradient and Hessian.
We will now substitute these in the Laplace approximation, denoted by qL(w) := N (w|µ,Σ). Using
(15) and (18), we get the following expression:
qL(w) =
1√
(2pi)P |Σ| exp
[− 12 (w − µ)>Σ−1(w − µ)] (19)
∝ exp [− 12w>(Σ−1)w + w>(Σ−1µ)] (20)
= exp
(−δw>w
2
) N∏
i=1
exp
[− 12w>∇2ww`i(w∗)w + w> {−∇w`i(w∗) +∇2ww`i(w∗)w∗}],
(21)
where in the last line we use (15) and (18).
Now, we will employ the GGN approximation (7) which gives us the Laplace-GGN approximation
N (w|µ, Σ˜), shown below:
exp
(−δw>w
2
) N∏
i=1
exp
[−1
2
w>J∗(xi)>Λi,∗J∗(xi)w + w>J∗(xi)> {Λi,∗J∗(xi)w∗ − ri,∗}
]
,
(22)
where for notational convenience we have denoted Λi,∗ := Λ∗(xi,yi) and ri,∗ := r∗(xi,yi).
A key point here is that each term in the product over i in (22) is proportional to a Gaussian
distribution, provided that Λi,∗  0, which is the case since we assume the loss function to be strictly
convex. We will now express each term in the product, as a likelihood over a pseudo-output defined
as y˜i := J∗(xi)w∗−Λ−1i,∗ ri,∗. Using this and completing the square within each term in the product
over i in (22), we get the following:
q˜L(w) := N (w|µ, Σ˜) ∝ N (w|0, δ−1IP )
N∏
i=1
N (y˜i|J∗(xi)w,Λ−1i,∗ ). (23)
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The right hand side of the above equation is proportional to the posterior distribution p(w|D˜) given
a transformed dataset D˜ := {(xi, y˜i)}Ni=1 of a linear basis-function model y˜ = J∗(x)w +  with
Gaussian noise  ∼ N (0, (Λ∗(x,y))−1) and prior distribution w ∼ N (0, δ−1IP ). This completes
the proof.
It is easy to see that the same proof works when using the approximations shown in (5). In that case,
only the steps from (22) need to be modified. The proof also holds when a prior other than Gaussian
and a model other than DNN is used.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Similarly to the previous section, we start by writing the Gaussian approximation for VON. We will
express its natural parameters in terms of the gradient and Hessians. A GGN approximation and
some manipulation will show that the distributions found by VON correspond to posteriors of linear
models.
The Gaussian approximation at the t’th iteration of VON is denoted by qt(w) := N (w|µt,Σt)
where Σt := (St + δIP )−1 is obtained from St. Using this, we can rewrite the updates (11) and (12)
in terms of µt and Σ
−1
t as follows
µt+1 = µt − βtΣt+1
[
N∑
i=1
Eqt(w) [∇w`i(w)] + δµt
]
, (24)
Σ−1t+1 = (1− βt)Σ−1t + βt
[
N∑
i=1
Eqt(w)
[∇2ww`i(w)]+ δIP
]
. (25)
It is again more convenient if we can have an update formula for the natural-parameters of the
Gaussian distribution N (w|µt,Σt), denoted by ηt := {Σ−1t µt,− 12Σ−1t }. So we use similar
techniques to find an update for ηt. In addition, since there are no closed-form expressions for the
expectations above, we use S number of samples w(s)t ∼ qt(w), for s = 1, 2, . . . , S, and use Monte
Carlo (MC) approximation.
Given (25), the update corresponding to the second natural-parameter is obvious and given by
− 12Σ−1t+1 = (1− βt)
[− 12Σ−1t ]− 12βt
[
N∑
i=1
Eqt(w)
[∇2ww`i(w)]+ δIP
]
(26)
≈ (1− βt)
[− 12Σ−1t ]− 12βt
 1
S
N,S∑
i,s=1
∇2ww`i(w(s)t ) + δIP
 , (27)
where we have used an MC approximation in the second step.
To write the update for the first natural-parameter, we multiply (24) by Σ−1t+1 and get
Σ−1t+1µt+1 = Σ
−1
t+1µt − βt
[
N∑
i=1
Eqt(w) [∇w`i(w)] + δµt
]
(28)
= (1− βt)
[
Σ−1t µt
]
+ βt
N∑
i=1
[−Eqt(w) [∇w`i(w)] + Eqt(w) [∇2ww`i(w)]µt] (29)
≈ (1− βt)
[
Σ−1t µt
]
+
βt
S
N,S∑
i,s=1
[
−∇w`i(w(s)t ) +∇2ww`i(w(s)t )µt
]
, (30)
where in the second step, we replaced Σ−1t+1 in the first term by (25). The posterior approximation
qt+1(w) at time t+ 1 can be written in terms of natural parameters as shown below:
qt+1(w) =
1√
(2pi)P |Σt+1|
exp
[− 12 (w − µt+1)>Σ−1t+1(w − µt+1)] (31)
∝ exp [− 12w>(Σ−1t+1)w + w>(Σ−1t+1µt+1)]. (32)
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By substituting the natural parameters from (27) and (30), we get the following update for qt+1(w),
expressed in terms of the MC samples:
qt+1(w) ∝ p(w)βtqt(w)1−βt×
N,S∏
i,s=1
exp
[
− βt
2S
w>∇2ww`i(w(s)t )w +
βtw
>
t
S
{
−∇w`i(w(s)t ) +∇2ww`i(w(s)t )µt
}]
,
(33)
where p(w) = N (w|0, δ−1IP ) is the prior distribution. For the product of posterior approximation
at time t and prior in (33), we obtain the following unnormalized Gaussian
p(w)βtqt(w)
1−βt = N (w|0, δ−1IP )βt N (w|µt,Σt)1−βt ∝ N (w|mt,Vt) , (34)
where Vt and mt are given by
V−1t := (1− βt)Σ−1t + βtδIP , mt := (1− β)VtΣ−1t µt. (35)
Next, for the product over i and s in (33), we employ the GGN approximation (7) and get
q˜t+1(w) ∝ N (w|mt,Vt)×
N,S∏
i,s=1
exp
[
−w>Js,t(xi)> βtΛi,s,t
2S
Js,t(xi)w +
βtw
>Js,t(xi)>
S
{Λi,s,tJs,t(xi)µt − ri,s,t}
]
,
(36)
where we have defined Js,t(xi) := Jw(s)t (xi), ri,s,t := rw(s)t (xi,yi), and Λi,s,t := Λw(s)t (xi,yi).
The notation q˜t+1(w) is used to emphasize that GGN approximation is used in this update.
We are now ready to express each term in the product above as a Gaussian distribution. First, we
define three quantities: Jt(x), rt(x,y) and Λt(x,y) which are obtained by concatenating all the
sampled Jacobians, residuals, and noise-precision matrices:
Jt(x) :=

J
w
(1)
t
(x)
J
w
(2)
t
(x)
J
w
(3)
t
(x)
...
J
w
(S)
t
(x)
 , rt(x,y) :=

r
w
(1)
t
(x,y)
r
w
(2)
t
(x,y)
r
w
(3)
t
(x,y)
...
r
w
(S)
t
(x,y)
 , (37)
Λt(x,y) :=

Λ
w
(1)
t
(x,y) 0 0 . . . 0
0 Λ
w
(2)
t
(x,y) 0 . . . 0
0 0 Λ
w
(3)
t
(x,y) . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 . . . Λ
w
(S)
t
(x,y)
 . (38)
Using this, we define a transformed output of length KS × 1 as
y˜i,t := Jt(xi)µt −Λt(xi,yi)−1rt(xi,yi). (39)
The distribution q˜t+1(w) defined in (36) can then be expressed as the following:
q˜t+1(w) ∝ N (w|mt,Vt)
N∏
i=1
N (y˜i,t|Jt(xi)w, S(βtΛt(xi,yi))−1) . (40)
As before, we can show that this distribution is equal to the posterior distribution of a linear on a
transformed dataset defined as D˜t := {(xi, y˜i,t)}Ni=1. To model such outputs, we define a linear
model for an output y˜t ∈ RKS defined as follows:
y˜t = Jt(x)w + t, with t ∼ N (0, S(βtΛt(x,y))−1), and w ∼ N (mt,Vt) . (41)
The theorem presented in the main text is a simpler version of this theorem where S = 1. This
completes the proof.
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A.3 Linear Model Corresponding to OGGN
In OGGN, we evaluate the gradient and Hessian at the mean µt defined to be equal to the current
iterate wt. This corresponds to S = 1 in the setting described in the proof of theorem 2 (see Appendix
A.2) with w(1)t := wt. Therefore, the linear model is the same as before but with Jt(x), rt(x,y) and
Λt(x,y) defined at wt.
B Approximating Posterior Predictive with DNN2GP Approach
Typically, we can always predict using Monte Carlo sampling from the Gaussian approximation,
however, this might be too noisy sometimes. In this section, we show how DNN2GP approach enables
us to directly use the GP regression model for approximating the posterior predictive distribution.
We elaborate on the method for Laplace approximation but this can be generalized to VI as briefly
explained in subsection B.3.
Given a test input, denoted by x∗, we first compute the feature map J∗(x∗)>. Using the linear model
found in the DNN2GP approach, we can compute the posterior predictive distribution of the output,
which we denote by y˜∗. However, to be able to compute the predictive distribution for the true
output y∗, we need to invert the map from y∗ to y˜∗. The expressions for this map can be obtained
by using the definition of the transformed output y˜∗ := J∗(x∗)w∗ −Λ∗(x∗,y∗)−1r∗(x∗,y∗). We
demonstrate this for two common cases of squared loss and logistic loss.
B.1 Laplace Approximation and Squared Loss
Consider the squared loss, `(y, fw(x)) = 12σ2 ‖y−fw(x)‖2 with σ2 as the noise variance. According
to section 3, in this case, we have r∗(x,y) := σ−2(fw∗(x) − y) and Λ∗(x,y) := σ−2IK . Using
these expressions in the definition for y˜ := J∗(x)w∗ −Λ∗(x,y)−1r∗(x,y), we get the following
map for the test input x∗:
y˜∗ = J∗(x∗)w∗ − (fw∗(x∗)− y∗) (42)
=⇒ y∗ = y˜∗ + fw∗(x∗)− J∗(x∗)w∗ (43)
Given a predictive distribution for y˜∗ computed by the linear model (8) with the posterior distribution
N (w|w∗, Σ˜), we can therefore derive the predictive distribution for y∗. In the example above, the
predictive variance of y˜∗ and y∗ will be the same, while the predictive mean of y∗ is obtained by
adding fw∗(x∗)− J∗(x∗)w∗ to the mean of y˜∗. The result is as follows
y∗|x∗,D ∼ N
(
y∗|fw∗(x∗),J∗(x∗)Σ˜J∗(x∗)> + σ2IK
)
. (44)
We use this technique to compute the predictive distribution in Fig. 3 (labeled as ‘DNN2GP’ in the
plots).
B.2 Laplace Approximation and Logistic Loss
The procedure above for inversion of maps generalizes to other loss functions derived using gener-
alized linear models. We need to assume that the loss corresponds to a log probability distribution,
i.e., `(y, fw(x)) := − log p(y|h(fw(x))) where h(·) is a link function. We now describe this for a
Bernoulli distribution yi ∈ {0, 1} using the results in section 3.
Similarly to the squared-loss case, we need to write y˜ in terms of the true output y. For a Bernoulli
likelihood, the link function is σ(fw∗(x)) =: p∗(x) where σ is the sigmoid function, the residual
is r∗(x, y) = p∗(x) − y, and the noise precision is Λw∗(x, y) = p∗(x)(1 − p∗(x)) := λ∗(x). We
again use the definition for the transformed output and write the map for the test input x∗:
y˜∗ = J∗(x∗)w∗ − λ∗(x∗)−1(p∗(x∗)− y∗) (45)
=⇒ y∗ = p∗(x∗) + λ∗(x∗)y˜∗ − λ∗(x∗)J∗(x∗)w∗ (46)
Given the predictive distribution over y˜∗ at the test input x∗, we can then compute the corresponding
distribution over y∗. The predictive distribution of y˜∗ in the linear model (8) with the posterior
distribution N (w|w∗, Σ˜) is given as follows:
y˜∗|x∗, D˜ ∼ N
(
y˜∗|J∗(x∗)w∗, λ∗(x∗)−1 + J∗(x∗)Σ˜J∗(x∗)>
)
. (47)
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Therefore, using the map (46), we get the following predictive distribution over y∗:
y∗|x∗,D ∼ N
(
y∗|σ(fw∗(x∗)), λ∗(x∗) + λ∗(x∗)2J∗(x∗)Σ˜J∗(x∗)>
)
. (48)
Similar to the linear basis function model, the two terms in the predictive variance have an interpreta-
tion (e.g., see [1] Eq. 3.59). The first term can be interpreted as the aleatoric uncertainty (label noise),
while the second term takes a form that resembles the epistemic uncertainty (model noise). Such
interpretation is possible due to the conversion of a DNN to a linear-bassis function model in our
DNN2GP framework.
This approach can be similarly written for other Gaussian approximations. It can also be generalized
to loss functions obtained using the generalized linear model. The inversion of the map is possible
whenever the link function h(.) is invertible.
B.3 Generalization to VI
For the VOGGN update with one MC sample, we can use the same procedure as above. The same
is true for OGGN since one MC sample is replaced by the mean. For VOGGN with multiple MC
samples, we get S such maps. Each of those maps give us a prediction, denote it by y˜∗,s,t for sample
s at iteration t. To obtain the final prediction, we can use the average all predictions y˜∗,s,t over
s = 1, 2, 3, . . . , S to get the predictive distribution for y∗,t.
C Additional Results
In this appendix, we provide additional figures to the ones presented in Sec. 5.2.
C.1 Further Posteriors and Kernels for MNIST and CIFAR
Fig. 7 is similar to Fig. 4a but uses the variational approximation instead of a Laplace approximation.
While the posterior mean on MNIST shows very similar structure for both approximations, the kernel
shows some interesting differences. There are many more negative correlations between examples
from different classes in the kernel corresponding to the variational approximation. The posterior
mean on CIFAR-10 has similar structure yet it appears to exhibit higher uncertainty. In Fig. 8, we
show the kernel matrix on 300 data points of CIFAR-10 with the respective class labels. The kernel is
computed for both the Laplace and variational approximation but shows less structure than that of the
MNIST dataset.
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(a) MNIST: GP kernel matrix (left) and GP posterior mean (right)
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(b) CIFAR-10: GP posterior mean
Figure 7: This figure visualizes the GP kernel matrix and posterior mean for LeNet5 trained with
VOGN on MNIST (left) and CIFAR-10 (right). The kernel matrix clearly shows the correlations
learned by the DNN. A higher posterior mean is assigned to the correct label which reflects the
accuracy obtained by the DNN.
C.2 Uncertainties according to DNN2GP for Classification
In this section we present a toy example for the classification task in line with the regression
experiment in Fig. 3. We use the reparameterization introduced in App. B.2, in particular Eq. (48).
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(a) Laplace Approximation
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(b) Variational Approximation
Figure 8: GP kernels due to Laplace and variational approximation for neural networks on CIFAR-10.
The kernels show slight traces of structure but are not as significant as the ones presented on MNIST
in Sec. 5.
(a) mean σ(fw∗(x∗)) (b) aleatoric uncertainty (c) epistemic uncertainty
Figure 9: This figure demonstrates the decomposition of predictive variances due to the reparameteri-
zation introduced in App. B.2 on a binary toy classification task (red vs. blue half moons). We plot
the quantities of Eq. (48) in figures (a)-(c): (a) is the prediction of a trained NN while the sum of
(b) and (c) give us the posterior predictive uncertainties. Around the decision boundary, the label
noise (b) is high and remains unchanged further from the data while the predictive uncertainty is
low where supported by data and strongly grows away from it. Here, the model fits the data well in
contrast to Fig. 4d where the model is unable to do so which results in high estimated label noise.
We train a neural network with single hidden layer of 10 units and tanh activation to fit the non-linear
decision boundary. We have δ = 0.26 and train on 100 samples for 5000 full-batch epochs. Fig. 9
shows how the reparameterization allows to decompose predictive variance into label noise due to the
decision boundary, see. (b), and model uncertainty, see (c), that grows away from the data.
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E Camera-Ready Version vs the Submitted Version
We made several changes taking reviewers feedback into account.
1. The writing and organization of the papers were modified to emphasize that we are able to
relate the iterations of a deep-learning algorithm to GP inference.
2. To improve clarity, Fig. 1 was added as a summary of our approach. The writing was
modified to follow Step A, B, and C given in Fig. 1.
3. Titles of Section 3 and 4 were changed to emphasize relationship to "solutions and iterations"
of a deep-learning algorithm.
4. Theorem 1 and 2 were simplified to focus only on the posterior of linear model only. Relation
to GP is discussed separately.
5. Experiment on GP regression was modified to focus on uncertainty instead of the width of
the DNN.
6. Visualization of the GP predictive uncertainty and noise was added on top of predictive
mean on CIFAR-10
7. A real-world experiment on Wine dataset was added, where we tune the width of the DNN.
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